IN MEMORIAM ‐ Ian Duncan: 1950 – 2021

It is with great sorrow that we announce the passing of Ian Duncan, PQS(F) on December 26, 2021.
Ian was a pillar of the CIQS family. He was a long‐standing member of the Institute who dedicated himself to CIQS. He
was one of CIQS’s greatest supporters who was influential within the Institute as well as the quantity surveyor
profession in Canada and abroad. At the time of his passing, he was a member of the CIQS Education Committee, and
he offered his expertise in the field of quantity surveying as the CIQS membership assessor.
Ian joined CIQS in 2000, earned his Professional Quantity Surveyor (PQS) designation in 2002, received the CIQS Award
of Merit in 2008, became a Fellow in 2010 and was awarded Honorary Life in 2021.
Based on the outpouring of respect and admiration on our LinkedIn post regarding Ian Duncan's passing, there is no
doubt that he was truly loved by everyone who had the pleasure of knowing him.
The family has written a beautiful obituary to honour him, his life and everything he gave to this profession. A copy is
available via the Graham A. Giddy Funeral Home here.
The family will hold a small, private service followed by a video stream which will be made available at a later date for
those who wish to attend virtually. Donations can be sent in Ian's name to the Groves Memorial Hospital or the
Canadian Cancer Society.
If you wish to send a tribute or message of condolences to Ian's family, you can do so via
 the CIQS LinkedIn post,
 email to ceo@ciqs.org,
 the funeral home link, or
 the private tribute link started by a fellow CIQS member here.
He will be truly missed by the CIQS staff who had the pleasure of working with him for all these years, as well as all
others who knew him. Our thoughts and prayers go out to his dear wife Tyra and their two children in their time of
sorrow.

